
Welcome to the eighteenth edition of the Library Ledger! The Library Ledger covers the latest news related to
PLI PLUS content, enhancements, search tips, research help, and important announcements.

Celebrate National Library Week with PLI Press
April 7-13 – Enjoy 25% off any PLI publication during National Library Week. Enter Priority Code JFK9 8AEM1
at Checkout to receive your discount.

New Journal

 In November, PLI Press published the inaugural issue of PLI Current: White Collar Practice Journal. This Journal
will be published at least twice each year and features original articles written by leading experts – practicing
attorneys, judges, and scholars – providing incisive commentary and analysis of developments in financial
crimes and related issues. The premier issue features articles on the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act,
money laundering, insider trading, and international bribery schemes. You can read the latest issue on
PLI PLUS.

PLI PLUS Enhancements: Book and Chapter Search
Many of the improvements made to PLI PLUS are requested by our customers. Our latest enhancement is no
exception. The Book/Chapter Title field in the Advanced Search Options menu has been updated from one field
to two. Customers can now search by either "Book/Journal Title" or "Chapter/Article Title." This makes it easier
than ever to find the information you are looking for on PLI PLUS! See below for the before and after images:
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Link Directly to Cases Cited on PLI PLUS
PLI's publications contain valuable information on established and emerging legal topics. You can find analysis of
important court decisions in our treatises, Answer Books, Course Handbooks, and journals. If you want to learn
more about a case being discussed in our publications, you can use our case law links feature. Our case law
links provide a more robust research experience at no additional cost.

A Letter from PLI Manager of Library Relations
Lauren Allshouse 
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The last few months have been a busy time for the PLI Librarians. We traveled to cities throughout the country to
showcase PLI PLUS. First we stopped in St. Louis and Columbia, Missouri for the 2018 Midwest Research Expo.
Next up was the Boston area for Boston College's Spring into Practice Research Fair. Then on to Washington,
D.C. for George Washington University's Lawlapalooza Research Fair. As for conferences, we traveled to New
Orleans for the Association of American Law Schools Annual Meeting and to Rhode Island for the NELLCO
Symposium. Each stop gave us another great opportunity to meet face-to-face with law school students, faculty,
attorneys, legal professionals and librarians.

We received great feedback everywhere we went. We hope everyone comes away with a better understanding
of PLI's resources and maybe some swag! We are already gearing up for this year's American Association of
Law Libraries annual conference in Washington, D.C. in July. We hope to see you there!

Happy Library Week,

Lauren Allshouse

Library Help Desk
 libraryrelations@pli.edu

877.900.5291

Priority Code: JFK9-8AEM1

Practising Law Institute, 1177 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036
800.260.4754
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